Cost: $85 except cooking camps are $95
June 12-16

June 19-23

June 26-30

(PS) Backyard Picnic
(PS) Bubbles, Boats & Beyond
(SA) Colorful Chemistry

(PS) Fairies & Princesses
(PS) Sci-wars Jedi Academy
(SA) Bake It & Take It

(PS) Fairytale Cooking
(PS) Ooey Gooey Chemistry
(SA) Art-ology

July 10-14

July 17-21

July 24-28

(PS) Simple Machines
(PS) Fairy Nature Camp
(PS) Art-ology
(SA) Family Dinner

(PS) Construction Zone
(PS) Bubbles, Boats & Beyond
(SA) Cooking Around the World

(PS) Bees, Bugs, Butterflies
(PS) Cooking Around the World
(SA) Sci-warts Academy

March 20, 2017 Current Student Registration
March 27, 2017 Community Registration
11 Sycamore Creek Dr. Springboro, Oh 45066 . 937.748.1991
www.AcdademyMustangs.com director@academymustangs

Art-ology (SA & PS) Creativity and scientific thinking

Family Dinner (SA) We are bringing back family

go hand-in-hand with this imaginative class. Explore the
properties of materials, use energy from the sun to create a
masterpiece and discover what happens when you mix art
and science. Taught by Academy teacher Shannon Oehler.

dinner time. In this cooking class, learn to make some of
our all time favorite meals. Create, eat and then take
home the recipes to re-create at home. Taught by
Academy teacher, Gretchen Brocwell.

Backyard Picnic (PS) Let’s go on a picnic! This

Fairies & Princesses (PS) Explore the enchanted

cooking camp introduces children to healthy, simple to
make foods that are perfect for a picnic. Combine this with
outdoor fun featuring games played at a picnic and you
have a recipe for an awesome week. Taught by Academy
teacher, Gretchen Brocwell.

world of fairies & princesses. A beautiful and fun dream
world full of royal and wonderful activities like making
wands, and crowns and acting like a princess & fairies.
On the last day dress up and practice your good
manners. Taught by Academy teacher, Jody Massey.

Bake It & Take It (SA) Let’s explore the science of

Fairy Nature Camp (PS) You are invited in the

cooking by baking muffins, cookies, cupcakes and more.
The students will get to sample what they bake then bring
some home to share with the family! Students will learn
what different ingredients go into the treats while having the
opportunity to use their math, reading and science skills.
Taught by Academy teacher Shannon Oehler.

enchanted world of fairies and woodland creatures.
Create tiny gardens and houses. Create tiny crafts and
make up stories in the world of nature. You will also be a
tiny inventor. It will be a magical, fun, nature, fairy filled
week. Taught by Academy teacher, Amanda Becker

Bees, bugs and Butterflies (PS) Explore the insect

Fairytale Cooking (PS) Everyday you will step into

world through a series of fun projects & activities. Learn
about pollinators, why they are so important, and ways that
we can help their work. Taught by Summer Camp teacher,
Anna Struder.

Bubbles, Boats and Beyond (PS) Ahoy Mates! It’s
time to lather on the sunscreen and put on your swim
trunks for some summertime fun! Explore buoyancy by
building boats, investigating bubbles and perform other
crazy water experiments. Taught by Summer Camp
teacher, Anna Struder.

Construction Zone (PS): What can you build today?
We will be using legos, blocks, Lincoln logs and crazy,
giant blocks to use our math, problem solving and logic
skills to make a new creation. A new engineering
adventure awaits you everyday. Taught by Academy
teacher, Meredyth Moore.

Colorful Chemistry (SA) Create crazy concoctions

a new fairytale. Read the story and then make a snack
and a craft with a theme from that fairy tale. Caramel
apples for Snow White, Fruit kabob magic wands for
Cinderella. A new story awaits you and at the end of the
camp, you will take home your recipe book to retell the
fairytale adventures at home. Taught by Academy
teacher Emily Fuller

Ooey Gooey Chemistry (PS) Goop, slime,
oobleck… Discover the "science of slime" in this unique,
hands-on camp. Taught by Summer Camp teacher, Anna
Struder.

Sci-wars Jedi Academy (PS) Use science to
create a light saber, complete Jedi-training challenges
and defeat the evil empire. Taught by Summer Camp
teacher, Anna Struder.

Sci-warts Academy (SA) Make your own wand,

and dabble in chemistry. Change the color of your breath,
create a lava lamp or bleach out the color… acids, bases,
molecules oh my! Taught by Academy teacher Shannon
Oehler.

become an expert potion brewer and more! End the week
with a special celebration for a certain wizard’s birthday..
Harry Potter! Taught by a High School teacher, Doug
Struder.

Cooking Around the World (SA & PS) Where

Simple Machines (PS) Find out how gizmos like

cooking & culture meet so that students become citizens of
the world. Learn more about the foods & culture of
countries around the world as you explore a new country
everyday. Fun & delicious! Taught by Academy teacher
Shannon Oehler.

wedges, wheels and levers help us in our daily lives.
Become a simple machine master and craft incredible
machines, partake in a ramp race, create catapults and
more! Taught by Summer Camp teacher, Anna Struder.

Please pack a water bottle each day. NO SNACKS
All Camp fees are non-refundable

